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Analysis of Conditional PDF-Based Split VQ
Saikat Chatterjee, Student Member, IEEE, and T. V. Sreenivas, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The split vector quantization (SVQ) method results in
a “coding loss” due to the independent quantization of split subvectors. To recover the coding loss, conditional pdf-based split vector
quantization methods were proposed recently.
For a multivariate Gaussian source, we theoretically derive the
expression of rate-distortion (R/D) performance for conditional
pdf-based split vector quantization (CSVQ) method, using high
rate quantization theory and optimum bit allocation. We also
derive the rate-distortion performance expression of traditional
SVQ method and, thus, quantify the coding gain of CSVQ method
over SVQ method.
Index Terms—Conditional pdf, high rate quantization, multivariate Gaussian, split vector quantization.

I. INTRODUCTION
ECTOR quantization (VQ) is a fundamental and widely
used source coding method. However, because of its exponential complexity, structured/product code VQ methods are
popular [5], which reduce the complexity at the cost of R/D
performance. One of the most cited product code VQ methods
is split VQ (SVQ) [6] or partitioned VQ [5] which has found
wide-scale applications in many speech coders [6]–[8].
In SVQ, the full vector is split into subvectors and then quantized independently. This approach sacrifices the correlation between the subvectors and thus leads to a coding loss, referred
to as “split loss” [11]. Using the information-theoretic measures, such as conditional entropy and Kullback–Leibler distance, it is shown that the use of conditional pdf can recover
the split loss [11]. We have recently developed a sequential SVQ
(SeSVQ) method in [12]; the SeSVQ is a nonparametric method
of exploiting the conditional pdf. We have also developed a
parametric method of conditional pdf-based SVQ (CSVQ) technique in [13].
In this letter, we theoretically quantify the coding gain of
CSVQ over SVQ, in general for a multivariate Gaussian source.
The associated formulas are derived using high rate quantization
theory and optimum bit allocation. We use square Euclidean distance (SED) as a distortion measure.

V

(1)
where
is the number of Voronoi regions and
is
the allocated bits/vector to quantize the source; is the dimenis the usual gamma function. The
sion of vector ; and
(1) provides a formal lower bound that is valid in the domain
of fine quantization [4]. The equality holds if and only if the
Voronoi regions are approximately spheres in Euclidean norm
, the equality does not
[2]. As the spheres cannot tessellate
hold true in general, although it may be approximately true in
some cases [2]. In practice, the experimental results close to the
lower bound are achievable for standard PDFs at high rate [9],
and the equality is used to optimize the R/D performance of a
quantizer [9], [10]. Thus, we use the lower bound [equality in
(1)] in this letter.
Let us consider the lower bound for a multivariate Gaussian
is multivariate Gaussian distributed
source. Suppose that
. Substituting in (1), we get
as
(2)
where
is a constant that is dependent only on the value of
.
dimension as
Proof: The multivariate Gaussian pdf

Let

; then

II. PRELIMINARIES
For a source pdf of
, the high rate quantization distortion
(mean-square error) using a VQ is given by [5]

Thus,

using

equality

in

(1),

we

get

A. Mean Invariance to Quantization Distortion
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It is clear from (2) that the average quantization distortion
is invariant to the mean vector of multivariate Gaussian pdf. It
is a fact that the average distortion is a function of the pdf’s
spread and thus a function of the determinant of the covariance
matrix for multivariate Gaussian distribution. In practice [13],
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the input vector can be easily mean removed (i.e., translated to
zero mean vector) and then quantized using a VQ codebook that
is optimized for zero mean vector pdf with the same covariance;
at the decoder, the mean is restored by addition after decoding
for reproduction. We note the importance of this mean invariant
property to analyze the CSVQ method in the next section.

The associated statistical parameters are given as follows [3]:

..
.

..
.
and

III. CONDITIONAL PDF BASED SPLIT VQ
For a multivariate Gaussian source, we derive the rate-distortion performance expression for conditional pdf-based split
VQ (CSVQ) method using high rate theory. We assume that the
source is quantized using bits/vector.
Let
be the -dimensional vector that is multivariate
. We consider
Gaussian distributed as:
that the vector is split into number of subvectors, such that
. Thus, the mean vector
and the
covariance matrix
of the jointly Gaussian distribution,
, can be expressed in terms of the subvectors’ means and
covariances, as follows:

..
.

..
.

..

.

(7)

..
.

We observe from (6) that the conditional mean is de, but the conditional copendent on the value of
variance is a fixed parameter that is invariant to ; hence,
in (6), we use
for denoting the notation of conditional
but
for the conditional covariance notamean as
. This is the key property of conditional pdf,
tion
, which we use for
analyzing the CSVQ method.
We already have noted that the average quantization distortion is mean invariant but only depends on the covariance. Thus,
in the CSVQ method, the average distortion for the th subvector, , using the conditional distribution of (5), is given by
[using (2)]
(8)

..
.

..
.

..

.

..
.

(3)

be the dimension of the th subvector
, such that
. Thus, the subcovariance matrix,
, is of
dimension
, along with the mean subvector,
, of
dimension
.
To exploit the conditional pdf, we sequentially quantize the
[13]; i.e.,
is quantized using the
subvectors of ,
information about
. To quantize the th
subvector, , let us define a vector concatenating the previous
subvectors as
Let

where
is the bits allocated to the th subvector in CSVQ
method, such that
.
To minimize the average distortion in the CSVQ method, the
total bits/vector (i.e., bits/vector) need to be allocated optimally among the subvectors. Using number of bits for the th
subvector, the overall distortion for the full vector source can be
written as
(9)
The optimum bit allocation is decided by minimizing the overall
distortion subject to the constraint of total bits as:

(4)
subject to
In CSVQ,
is quantized using the past available information of
. The conditional pdf of
given the past information, i.e.,
, is denoted as:
. Since is jointly Gaussian, the conditional distribution of the th subvector, , given
, is also a multivariate Gaussian distribution as follows [3]:

(10)

To allocate the bits optimally, we need to prove a lemma that is
stated below.
Lemma 1: Determinant of a full rank covariance matrix is
equal to the product of the determinants of respective conditional covariance matrices, given as

(5)
where the parameters, the conditional mean vector, and the conditional covariance matrix are given as (see [3, Theorem 2.5.1])

(6)

(11)
,
Proof: Using the definition of
[given in (7) and (6)], we can write

,

, and
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Pre-multiplying
with
and subtracting from
(i.e., doing multiple row operations, which will not change the determinant), we get

783

Theorem 2: Using the optimum inter subvector bit allocation
of (12), the minimum overall distortion for the CSVQ method
is given as

(13)

Proof: Using the optimum bit allocation of Theorem 1
(12), the minimum overall distortion
In the above derivation, we have used
[see (6)]. Now, by recursive relationship,
we get

Now, we derive the performance expression of the CSVQ
method using optimum bit allocation scheme as follows.
Theorem 1: The optimum inter subvector bit allocation for
the CSVQ method that minimizes the overall distortion
, subject to the bit constraint
,
is given as [using the Lemma 1 of (11)]
IV. SPLIT VQ

(12)
Proof:

In this section, we derive the rate-distortion performance
expression for the traditional split vector quantization (SVQ)
method where the subvectors are quantized independently. We
already have noted that the th subvector,
, is multivariate
. Thus, in
Gaussian distributed as:
the SVQ method, the average distortion for the th subvector,
, is given as [using (2)]
(14)

Using partial differentiation

Summing

and using

we get

,

where is the bits allocated to the th subvector in the SVQ
method, such that
; is the total allocated bits/
vector to quantize the vector source, like CSVQ.
To minimize the overall distortion in the SVQ method, the
total available bits/vector need to be allocated optimally
among the split subvectors. Using number of bits for , the
overall distortion for the full vector source is written as

, we get

(15)
The optimum bit allocation is decided by minimizing the overall
distortion subject to the constraint of total bits as

Substituting

appropriately and using
and dummy variable , we get (12).

subject to

(16)
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We derive the performance expression of SVQ method using
optimum bit allocation scheme as follows.
Theorem 3: The optimum inter subvector bit allocation for
the SVQ method that minimizes the overall distortion
, subject to the bit constraint
, is
given as

Now, we show the coding gain of the CSVQ method over the
SVQ method as follows.
Coding Gain: Using Theorem 2 [(13)], Theorem 4 [(18)]. and
Lemma 2 [(19)], the coding gain of CSVQ over SVQ is given as

(20)
(17)
Proof: Using the similar approach for proving Theorem 1.
Theorem 4: Using the optimum inter subvector bit allocation
of (17), the minimum overall distortion for SVQ method is given
as

Thus, the CSVQ method performs better than the SVQ method.
If there are no correlations between the subvectors, then all the
,
,
off-block subcovariance matrices (i.e.,
) are zeros in the full covariance matrix,
; in this case,
only the equality holds in the above (20), and the CSVQ method
does not provide any coding gain over the SVQ method.

VI. CONCLUSION
(18)
Proof: Using the similar approach for proving Theorem 2.
V. CODING GAIN OF CSVQ OVER SVQ
In this section, we show the coding gain of the CSVQ method
over the SVQ method. To show the coding gain, we need to
prove another lemma, which is stated below.
Lemma 2: Determinant of a full-rank covariance matrix is
less than or equal to the product of the determinants of respective
subcovariance matrices, given as
(19)
Proof: Let

be a real, positive definite matrix given as

where
,
are the block submatrices. Then, fol.
lowing [1], it is known that
Using the same notations for proving Lemma 1 in (11), we
get

Thus, by recursive relationship, we get

Using high rate quantization theory, the R/D performance
analysis is carried out for the recently proposed CSVQ and traditional SVQ methods. For a multivariate Gaussian source, the
analysis allows us to show the coding gain of the CSVQ method
over the SVQ method in the high-rate regime.
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